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Abstract: This project examines a tree-based machine learning approach to predict customer behavior outcomes in e-

commerce, using a large dataset. The project compares different classification methods to solve three Customer 

Relationships Management problems: predicting customer satisfaction, churn modeling, and the next product to buy 

modeling. The analysis is fully automated, making it easy for small e-retailers to implement. The study employs decision 

tree, random forest, and gradient boosting techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Consumer behavior is the process of searching, selecting, purchasing, or evaluating a good or service. It is influenced by 

a variety of internal and external factors, including personal characteristics, psychological factors, social and cultural 

influences, economic and environmental factors, marketing and advertising, product quality, and the overall shopping 

experience, and can be analyzed and predicted through various machine learning techniques.  

 

Customer satisfaction evaluation is important for businesses in developing effective marketing strategies and meeting the 

needs and wants of their customers. Therefore, predicting customer behavior can help businesses understand the needs 

and wants of their customers, develop effective marketing strategies, and optimize their operations. [1][2] Also, customer 

churn is the termination of the customer's relationship with the company or loss of customers, which can lead to marketing 

costs and revenue loss for the company. Otherwise, recent studies focus on machine learning and data mining techniques 

to analyze customer behavior [3]. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

 

A. Machine Learning Algorithms 

Machine learning is a field of AI that involves creating systems that improve performance based on data. It is often used 

in businesses to make interactions more efficient and secure and has the potential to predict future outcomes. There are 

two main types of machine learning algorithms: supervised and unsupervised, with supervised learning being the most 

widely used. Examples of supervised machine learning include linear regression, layered classification, and support 

vector devices [4][5]. 

 

B. Problem Statement  

The problem addressed in this text is small online retailers failing and withdrawing from the market due to accumulated 

losses and a lack of customers. Where, predicting customer behavior can help e-retailers enhance sales and target a large 

number of customers, but sometimes they cannot handle the financial cost. Therefore, the goal is to develop an automated 

classification modeling framework for predicting critical behavioral outcomes for existing customers, including customer 

satisfaction, churn modeling to increase retention, and next product to buy modeling to increase cross-selling. 

 

C. Aims and Objectives 

Before To Study the effectiveness of predicting consumer behavior using Machine learning Tree-Based techniques to 

enhancing sales to small retailers in e-commerce field. Evidence regarding which methods and features are especially 

helpful in predicting customer behavior is scattered, and existing literature does not offer e-retailers a clear guide 

regarding feature engineering for analytical CRM.  
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Therefore, the objectives of this project are as follows: 

 

1.Engineer standard (based on thorough analysis of existing literature) and novel features from purchase history data 

commonly available to e-retailers. 

2.Find the optimal parameter for each modeling phase using hyperparameter tuning and cross-validation techniques. The 

f-score cross-validation procedure is used to estimate the performance of machine learning models when making 

predictions on data not used during training.  

3.Assess which feature is important to predict the customer behavior. 

4.Provide additive explanations of model predictions with apply an approach to quantifying a prediction’s expected 

quality. 

 

D. Study Contribution 

The goal of this project is to predict customer behavior from a large real-world e-commerce dataset using tree-based 

machine learning modeling techniques that will employ decision tree, random forest, and gradient boosting. Each of the 

models will be evaluated and compared to determine which of the three is the best model for predicting customer 

behavior. 

 

E. Related Work 

This study[6] focused on predict the customer purchase behavior in e-commerce context. The method involved quantify 

the strength of these factors: (1) using associations between products to predict the needs of customers; (2) combining 

collaborative filtering and a hierarchical Bayesian discrete choice model to learn preference of customers; (3) building a 

support vector regression-based model, called Heat model, to calculate the popularity of products; (4) developing a 

crowdsourcing approach based experimental platform to generate train set for learning Heat model. Combining these 

factors, a model, called COREL. Moreover, this study [7] proposed an application of artificial intelligent in the prediction 

of consumer behavior from Facebook posts analysis. The method involved develop an analytic tool which can support 

online vendors to predict behaviors of the patrons according to Dentsu’s AISAS perspective. The proposed model was 

developed by the results from 75 specialists who evaluated the behavior that will likely occur after the comments have 

been posted. The results, hence, were collected and prepared for the data modelling process using the Naïve Bayes 

probability concept, afterwards, testing for the model’s accuracy with 10-fold cross validation technique. Naïve Bayes 

technique gives the best result for the behavior analysis. The predictive model for AISAS behavior from this study can 

give average accuracy higher than 86 percent.Furthermore, this paper [8] the researchers aim to investigate the 

relationship between consumer behavior parameters and readiness to buy to build a model to predict consumer behavior 

as changing criteria such as environmental and personal parameters have a direct impact on consumer behavior and thus 

affect the purchase of the product. A random forest algorithm from machine learning algorithms was used on this model 

with a public database from kaggle.com, which was divided into three groups based on priority, region, and product 

category. Finally, the results showed that the accuracy of the algorithm reached 94%, which indicates the dependence of 

the client's behavior on personal relationships and the surrounding environment. 

 

Moreover, this study [9], discuss how to take advantage of customer behavior data to predict customer churn using 

customer segmentation and misclassification cost. The model used the data of a telecom company. The main process of 

model is segmenting customers first, then combining decision tree algorithm with misclassification cost factor to predict 

customer’s status on different customer groups. The results show that the proposed model is able to enhance the prediction 

accuracy of customer’s status better than those models without customer segmentation and misclassification cost in terms 

of the accuracy and coverage of model. Also, this paper [10] aims to give prophetic frame to prognosticate client churn. 

They used comparison of churn vaticination models grounded on different performances of machine- literacy styles and 

named variables. The results show the mainly superiority of boosting performances in vaticination compared with simple 

and bagging models. Finally, this paper [11] proposed a machine learning model to predict customer return visits in 

airline services. They applied the model to learn from the previous feedback comments and satisfaction ratings of the 

customers on the previous usage of the service. The experimental results show an accuracy of 83.42% for predicting the 

customers’ return visits. 

 

III. METHODLOGY 

 

The methodology involves phases as shown in Figure 1 such as defining and describing data, pre-processing it to remove 

errors and missing values, selecting features using an evaluation test, after that using machine learning algorithms which 

are: Random Forest, Decision Tree, and Gradient Boost to evaluate customer satisfaction, churn rate, and next product 

to buy. In addition, confusion matrix outputs are evaluated to improve the accuracy and reliability of the outcome models. 
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A. Dataset Description 

This is an ecommerce public dataset of orders made at Olist Store. The dataset has information of 115,689 orders from 

2016 to 2018 made at multiple marketplaces in Brazil. Its features allow viewing an order from multiple dimensions: 

from order status, price, payment and freight performance to customer location, product attributes and finally reviews 

written by customers. 

 

B. Exploratory Data Analysis  

First, explore the customers from where they order. As Shows in Figure 2, the greatest number of customers come from 

'SP', 'RJ', and 'MG which are the abbreviations for the states of São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Minas Gerais, respectively. 

These three states are all in the Southeast of Brazil and are the most populous economically important states the country. 

Paulo is the populous state in Brazil is known for its vibrant culture bustling cities and diverse economy. Rio de is famous 

for its beautiful, vibrant nightlife, and rich heritage. Minas Gerais known for its natural beauty, architecture, and thriving 

mining industry 

 

 

 

 

Next, the distribution of price, As shows in Figure 3 by plot chart that presents most orders are under 1000 Brazilian 

Reals. 

Figure 2 The Customer State 

Figure 1 The Methodology Phases 
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Figure 3 The Price Distribution 

 

After that, the distribution of freight value where, as shown in Figure 4, most values are under 100 kg.  

 

 
 

Figure 4 The distribution of freight value 

 
For more insights, here the analysis of the payment types. As shown in Figure 5 the most customers prefer credit cards, 

followed by boleto, voucher, and then debit cards, also the presence of a 'not_defined' value which is analogous to missing 

values which is 0. 
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Figure 5 Payment Types 
 

Next, the amount paid by each payment method. As shown in Figure 6, most amount is paid by credit card, followed by 

debit card and boleto, and at the end voucher. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Payment Methods 
 

Also, the distribution of a number of installments, As shown in Figure 7, most customers prefer payment via only one 

installment. However, customers also opt for more than one installment, the number is not insignificant.  
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Figure 7 payment installment 
 

Finally, the product category distribution of products, As shown in Figure .8, most products are from the cool_stuff and 

pet_shop categories and the least from the la_cuisine category. 
 

 
 

Figure 8 Product Category Distribution 
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